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E. NOETHER AND M. A. TAVEL 

INVARIANT VARIATION PROBLEMS 

Emy Noether 

ABSTRACT 

The problems in variation here concerned are such as to admit a continuous 
group (in Lie's sense); the conclusions that emerge for the corresponding 
differential equations find their most general expression in the theorems 
formulated in Section I and proved in following sections. Concerning these 
differential equations that arise from problems of variation, far more precise 
statements can be made than about arbitrary differential equations admitting 
of a group, which are the subject of Lie's researches. 
therefore, represents a combination of the methods of the formal calculus of 
variations with those of Lie's group theory. 
in variation, this combination of methods is not new; I may cite Hamel and 
Herglotz for special finite groups, Lorentz and his pupils (for instance 
Fokker , Weyl and Klein) for special infinite groups. Especially Klein' s 
second Note and the present developments have been mutually influenced by 
each other, in which regard I may refer to the concluding remarks of Klein's 
Note. 

What is to follow, 

For special groups and problems 

I. PRELIMINARY REMARKS AND FORMULATION OF THEOREMS 

All functions occurring in the sequel are to be assumed analytic, OK at 

least continuous and continuously differentiable a definite number of times, 

and unique in the interval considered. 

By a "group of transformation," familiarly, is meant a system of trans- 

formations such that for each transformation, there exists an inverse contained 

in the system, and such that the composition of any two transformations of 

the system in turn belongs to the system. 

continuous group G 

(transformation) depending analytically on p essential parameters e(i.e., 

the p parameters are not to be representable as p functions of fewer para- 
meters). Correspondingly, an infinite continuous group G is understood to 

be a group whose most general transformations depend on p essential arbitrary 

functions p(x) and their derivatives analytically, or at least in a continuous 

and finite-fold continuously differentiable manner. The group depending on 

infinitely many parameters but not on arbitrary functions stands as an inter- 

mediate term between the two. 

functions and on parameters is called a mixed group.2 

The group will be called a finite 

if its transformations are contained in a most general 
-Q 

""P 

Finally, a group depending both on arbitrary 
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NOETHER'S THEOREM 

Let xl,-.., xn be independent variables and u (x),***, u (x) functions 1 ?J 

depending upon them. 
of a group, then, by the hypothesis of invertibility of the transformations, 
there must again be exactly n independent variables y l , * - - ,  yn among the trans- 
formed quantities; let the others depending upon them be designated by 

If the x ' s  and U'S are subjected to the transformations 

v,(y), ***,vp(y). 
respect to the x's, namely au/aX, a&/ax2, ... may also occur. 3 A function 
is called an invariant of the group if there subsists a relationship 

In the transformations, the derivatives of the u's with 

In particular, then, an integral I will be an invariant of the group if 
there subsists a relationship 

5 integrated over an abLtfuVty real x-interval and the corresponding y-interval. 
Then, for an arbitrary, not necessarily invariant integral I, I form the 

first variation 61 and transform it by partial integration according to the 
rules of the calculus of variations. As we know, provided 6u with all deri- 
vatives that occur is assumed to vanish at the boundary, while otherwise arbi- 
trary, 

where I$ stands for the Lagrange expressions, i.e., the left-hand sides of the 
Lagrange equations of the corresponding variation problem 61 = 0 .  To this 
integral relationship there corresponds an integral-free identity in 6~ and 
its derivatives, generated 
partial integration shows, 
i.e., over expressions 

Div A = 

by writing in the boundary terms as well. 
these boundary terms are integrals over divergences, 

As the 

- @n 
axl =n 
aAl +...+ - , 

where A is linear in 6u and its derivatives. Hence 

lI$16ul = 6f+Div A. 
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E. NOETHER AND M. A. TAVEL 

If in particular f contains only first derivatives of the u's, then in the 
case of the single integral the identity (3)  is identical with what Heun 

calls the "central equation of Lagrange" 

whereas for the n-fold integral, (3) goes over into 

For the single integral and K derivatives of the u's, ( 3 )  is given by 

1"dUi = 6f - 

and a corresponding identity holds for the n-fold integral; in particular, 

A contains du  as far as the (K-l)st derivative. The fact that ( 4 ) ,  (51, and 
(6) actually define the Lagrange expressions $i  follows from the fact that 
the combinations of the right-hand sides eliminate all higher derivatives of 
the ~ u ' s ,  while on the other hand the relation (Z), to which the partial 
integration leads uniqudy,  is satisfied. 

Now in the following we shall be concerned with these two theorems: 
I. 16 .the i n t e g h d  I h hmJ&nt  Lttith heApect t o  a G+ Men P f i n e d y  

independent combiMation6 06 Xhe Lagmnge expheAbion6 became d i v u g  encen -- 
and @om &LA, c o n v w d y ,  i n v d a n c e  06 I w& hebpect to a 2 wLU 6 0 U o w .  
The fieohem hol& good even i n  f i t h e  W n g  m e  o d  i n d i n i t &  many p-e tw .  

16 .the in€eg/rae I 0 invcvkxn-t ULith henpect t o  a sP in w k l c h  .the 
cz,tbi.Ouihg dunctiond OCCLUL up t o  M e  q-fi d d v a t i v e ,  ,then &me dlLbdhi6;t p 

11. 
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idemXty heeation&+ b&ew the Laghange e x p h e s ~ i o u  and thuh d d v d v a  

up i a  f i e  cr-Lh o h d a .  ln 2h.d m e  &o, ;the ConveMe 
For mixed groups, the statements of both theorems hoid; that is, both 

dependencies and divergence relations independent thereof occur. 

i.e., putting JI = 0,' Tneorem I in the one-dimensional case -- where the 
divergence goes over into a total differential -- asserts the existence 
of Q first integrals, between which, however, non-linear dependencies may 
subsist;' in the multidimensional case, the divergence equations often re- 
ferred to of late as "laws of conservatibn" are obtained; Theorem I1 states 

that p of the Lagrange equations are a consequence of the rest. 

Passing over from these identities to the corresponding variation problem, 

The simplest example of Theorem I1 -- without converse - is afforded 
by the Weierstrass parametric representation; here the integral, with homo- 

geneity of first order, is as we know invariant if the independent variable 
x is replaced by an arbitrary function of x that leaves u unchanged (y=pCx); 
vi(y) = ui(x)). 
and to this corresponds the known linear relationship among the Lagrange 
expressions themselves 
"general theory of relativity" of the physicists; there we have the group 
of & transformations y 

gpv 
coefficients of a quadratic and linear differential form -- transformations 
which contain the first derivatives of the arbitrary functions p(x). 
correspond the familiar n dependencies between the lagrange expressions and 
their first derivatives.9 

Thus one arbitrary function occurs, but without derivatives: 

- dui = 0. Another example is presented by the 
dx 

= p (x) of the x ' s ,  while the u's (designated as i i  
and q) are subjected to the transformations thereby induced for the 

To this 

If in particular we specialize the group by allowing no derivatives 
of the u(x)'s in the transformations, and moreover let the transformed 
independent quantities depend only on the XIS, not on the u's, then (as is 
shown in Section V) the invariance of I entails the relative invariance of 
rJlidui, l o  and likewise of the divergences occurrirfg in Theorem I, once the 
parameters are subjected to suitable transformations. For Theorem 11, simi- 
larly, we get relative invariance of the left-hand sides of the dependencies 
as associated with the aid of the arbitrary functions; and as a consequence 
of this, another function whose divergence vanishes identically and admits of 
the group -- mediating, in the physicists' theory of relativity, the Con- 
nection between dependencies and the law of conservation of energy.ll Theorem 

11, finally, in terms of group theory, furnishes the proof of a related 
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Hilbertian assertion about the failure of laws of conservation of energy 

proper in "general relativity." With these supplementary remarks, Theorem 

I comprises all theorems on first integrals known to mechanics etc., while 
Theorem I1 may be described as the utmost possible generalization of the 
''general theory of relativity" in group theory. 

11. DIVERGENCE RELATIONSHIPS AND DEPENDENCIES 

Let be a -- finite or infinite -- continuous group; then it is 
always possible to arrange for the zero values of the parameters c ,  or of 

the arbitrary functions p(x) , to correspond to the identity transformation.12 
The most general transformation will therefore be of the form 

= ui + Aui + -.- I 
where Axi, Au. stand for the terms of lowest dimension in E ,  or p(x) and 

its derivatives; in which, in fact, they will be assumed linear. AS will 

afterwards appear, this is no restriction of generality. 
Now let the integral I be an invariant with respect to g, satisfying, 

that is, the relation (1). Then in particular, I will also be invariant 

with respect to the infinitesimal transformation 

Yi = i 
v. (y) = U. -I- AUi; 

contained in s, and for this the relation (1) goes over into 

where the first integral is to be extended over the x + Ax interval cor- 
responding to the x-interval. But this integration may alternatively be 

transformed into an integration over the x-interval, by virtue of the trans- 

formation, valid for infinitesimal Ax, 
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So if in place of the infinitesimal transformation Au, we introduce the 
variation 

then (7) and (8) go over into 

The right-hand side is the familiar formula for simultaneous variation 

of the dependent and independent variables. Since the relation (10) is sat- 
isfied for integration over any arbitrary interval, the integrand must vanish 
identically; therefore Lie’s differential equations for the invariance of I 
go over into the relation 

xf + Div(f-Ax) = 0. (11) 

If in this, by ( 3 ) ,  8f is expressed in terms of the Lagrange expressions, 
we get 

l$ixui = Div B (B = A-f .AX) , (12) 

and this relationship, therefore, for every invariant integral I, represents 
an identity in all arguments that occur; it i s  the required form of Lie’s 
differential equations for I. 

Now for the present let G be taken to be a finite continuous group 
G * since by hypothesis Au and Ax are linear in the parameters E~,.**, cP,  
-0’ 
hence by ( 9 )  the same holds for xu 
B are linear in the E’S. So if I let 

and its derivatives; therefore A and 

(1) B = B(l)~l+--.+B(P)~ - - 6u = xu E~+*-*+~~(~)E 

P ’  P ’  

where, that is &(l), * a  are functions of x, u, au/ax,. - , 
divergence relationships follow from ( 1 2 ) :  

the required 

l$ixui(l) = Div B(l ) ; .  * I$,8ui(P) = Div 4’) . (13) 
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Thus P linearly independent combinations of the Lagrange expressions 
become divergences; the linear independence follows from the fact that by 

(9). 8u 
dependency between the infinitesimal transformations. 
none such is satisfied for any value of the parameters, since otherwise 
the G 
would depend on fewer than p essential parameters. But the further 
possibility 8u = 0, Div (f .Ax) = 0 was excluded. 
good even in the limiting case of infinitely many parameters. 

= 0, Ax = 0 would entail Au = 0, Ax = 0, or in other words a 
But by hypothesis, 

regenerated by integration from the infinitesimal transformations 
-P 

These conclusions hold 

Now let 5 be an infinite continuous group G - then T8u and its 
-=P' 

derivatives, and hence B also, will again be linear in the arbitrary 

functions of p(x) and their derivatives;14 independently of (12) ,  further, 

by substitution of the values of zu, let 

= 

Now, by the identity 

$~(x,u,**.)* a T  (x) = (-l)T 
ax 

* p(x) mod Divergences 

and analogously to the partial integration formula, the derivatives of p 

can be replaced by p itself and by divergences that will be linear in p 
and its derivatives; hence we get 

and in conjunction with (12)  

I now form the n-fold integral over (15), extended over any interval; and 
choose the p(x>'s such that they, with all derivatives occurring in (B-r), 
will vanish at the boundary. Since the integral over a divergence reduces 

to a boundary integral, then, the integral over the left side of (15) will 

also vanish for p(x)'s which are arbitrary except that they and sufficiently 
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many of their derivatives vanish at the boundary; and thence follows, by 
known inferences, the vanishing of the integrand for every p(x), or in other 

words the p relationships: 

These are the required dependencies between the Lagrange expressions and 
their derivatives for invariance of I with respect to G 
independence is proved as above, since the converse leads back to (121, 

and since we can again argue back from the infinitesimal transformations 
to the finite ones, as will be explained more fully in Section IV. In 

the case of a G that is to say, even in the infinitesimal transformations 
there always occur P arbitrary transformations. Equation (15) and (16) 
further entail Div (B-r) = 0. 

- the linear 
-=P' 

-QP' 

If, as corresponds to a "mixed group," Ax and Au are taken linear in 
the E ' s  and p(x)'s, then we see, by equating first the p(x)'s and then the 
E ' S  to zero, that both divergence relationships (13) and dependencies (16) 

hold. 

111. CONVERSE IN CASE OF FINITE GROUP 

To prove the converse, we are first to run through essentially the 
From the fact of (131, by multipli- foregoing arguments in reverse order. 

cation by the E ' S  and adding, the fact of (12) follows; and thence, by 
virtue of the identity ( 3 ) ,  a relationship Ff + Div (A-B) = 0. 
put Ax = - (A-,B), we have thereby arrived at (11); whence finally, by 
integration, there follows ( 7 ) ,  A1 = 0, or in other words the invariance 
of I with respect to the infinitesimal transformation determined by Ax, 
Au, where the Au's by virtue of ( 9 )  are determined from Ax and xu, and 
Ax and Au become linear in the parameters. But A1 = 0 entails, in known 
manner, the invariance of I with respect to the finifie transformations 

generated by integration of the simultaneous system 

So if we 
1 
f 

namely the 
From the assumption that there are p and only 

P '  
These finite transformations contain P parameters al-**a 

combinations t E 1, . * -, tpp. 
P linearly independent divergence relationships (13) ,  it follows further 
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that the finite transformations, once they do not contain the derivatives 

au/ax, always form a group. For in the contrary case, at least one infini- 

tesimal transformation generated by Lie's bracketing process would fail to 

be a linear combination of the other P; and since I admits of this trans- 
formation also, there would be more than p linearly independent divergence 

relationships; or else that infinitesimal transformation would be of the 

special form where zu = 0, Div (f.k)= 0, but in that case Ax or Au, contrary 

to hypothesis, would depend on derivatives. Whether this case can arise 

when derivatives occur in Lx or Au must be left moot; in that case, the Ax 
determined above must be augmented by all functions Ax for which Div(f.Ax) = 0 

to restore the group property, but by agreement the paran:eters 

thereby adjoined are not to count. This completes the proof of the converse. 

From this conversion, it follows further that Ax and Au can actually 

be assumed linear in the parameters. For if Au and Ax were forms of higher 

degree in E ,  then by the linear independence of the power products of the 

E ' S ,  quite analogous relations (13)  would follow, only in greater number, 

from which, by the converse, invariance of I follows with respect to a group 
whose infinitesimal transformations contain the parameters f i n u y .  
group is to contain exactly p parameters, then linear dependencies must sub- 

sist between the divergence relationships originally obtained through the 

terms of higher degree in E. 

If this 

Let us add the remark that in the case where Ax and Au also contain 

derivatives of the u's, the finite transformations may depend on infinitely 

many derivatives of the u's; for in that case the integration of (171, in 

the determination of d2xi/dt2, d2ui/dt2 leads to A(au/ax,> = aAu/axK 

each step. By way of example, say, 

au abxi , so that the number of derivatives in general increases at - E si ax, 
d - 

f i 4u'2;4 = -u"; 4-x = - dx (u-u'x) ; 6u = X.E; 

Since the Lagrange expressions of a divergence vanish identically, 

the converse shows, finally, the following: if I admits of a G then 

any integral that differs from I only by a boundary integral, i.e., by an 
integral over a divergence, likewise admits of a G having the same guts, 

whose infinitesimal transformations will in general contain derivatives of 

the u's. Thus for instance, corresponding to the above example, 

-P' 

-P 
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(u2/x)} admits of the infinitesimal transformation 1 
2 dx 

fk = - Eu'2 - -  
Au = XE, Ax = 0; while derivatives of the u's occur in the infinitesimal 
transformations corresponding to f. 

goes over into the equations DivB'l) = O,..., DivdP) = 0, often referred 
to as "laws of conservation." In the one-dimensional case, it follows 
from this that B(') = const.,***, B(') = const.; and here the B's contain 
at most (2K-1)st derivatives of the u's (by (6)), provided Au and Ax con- 
tain no higher derivatives than the K-th one occurring in f. Since 2~-th 
derivatives in general occur in $,I6 therefore, we have the existence of P 

first integrals. That there may be non-linear dependencies among these is 

again shown by the above f. 
2 

there correspond the linearly independent relations u" = - dx u' , u"u' = 

1. a (u')'; whereas between the first integrals u' = const., uf2 = const. 2 dx 
a non-linear dependency exists. This relates to the elementary case where 
Au, Ax contain no derivatives of the u's.~' 

Passing over to the variation problem, i.e., putting JIi = 0,15 (13) 

To the linearly independent Au = E ~ ,  Ax = E 

d 

IV. CONVERSE IN CASE OF INFINITE GQOUP 

First let us show that the assumption of linearity of Ax and Au con- 
stitutes no restriction, a conclu,oion which follows, even without the converse, 
from the fact that G formally depends on p and only p arbitrary functions. 
For it turns out that in the non-linear case, upon composition of the trans- 
formations, whereby the terms of lowest order are added together, the number 
of arbitrary functions would increase. In fact, say, let 

""P 

,---;p = x+~a(x,u,...)p"+b(x,u,...)p "-1 2 ax 1 

and correspondingly v = B(x,u,au/ax,...; p); then by composition with 

2 = A(y,v,av/ay,.-.; q ) ,  for the terms of lowest order, we get 

w-1 2 z = x + Ea(p"+q") + b(p ax + q w l  ax 
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Here, if any coefficient different from a and b is different from zero, in 
other words, if a term p\J-'(ap/ax)u + qv-'(aq/ax)' actually occurs for u > 1 

it cannot be written as a differential quotient of a single function or 

power product of one; the number of arbitrary functions, contrary to hypo- 

thesis, has thus increased. If all coefficients different from a and b 
vanish, then, according to the values of the exponents vl,*-.,v 

second term will become the differential quotient of the first (as always, 

for example, for a G ), so that linearity does actually result; or else 
the number of arbitrary functions must again increase. 

transformations, then, owing to the linearity of the p(x)'s, satisfy a 

system of linear partial differential equations; and since the group pro- 

perty is satisfied, they constitute an "infinite group of infinitesimal 

transformations" according to Lie's definition CGrundlagen, #lo). 

the 
P' 

-1 
The infinitesimal 

Now the converse is arrived at similarly t o  the case of the finite 

group. The fact that the dependencies (16) hold leads, through multiplica- 
tion by p(')(x) and addition, by virtue of the identity transformation (141, 

to l$ifui = Div r;and thence, as in Section I11 follows the determination of 

Ax and Au and the invariance of I with respect to these infinitesimal trans- 
formations, which do actually depend linearly on p arbitrary functions and 

their derivatives up to the a-th order. The fact that these infinitesimal 

transformations, if they contain no derivatives au/ax---, certainly form a 

group, follows, as in Section 111, from the fact that otherwise, by composition 

more arbitrary functions would occur, whereas by assumption there are to be 

only p dependencies (16); hence they form an "infinite group of infinitesimal 
transformations." But such a one consists (Grundlagen, Theorem VII, p. 391) 

of the most general infinitesimal transformations of a certain "infinite 
group g of finite transformations,'' in Lie's sense, thereby defined. 
such finite transformation is generated from infinitesimal ones (Grundlagen, 

#7), and so arises through integration of the simultaneous system 

Each 

I du xi = Yi dxi i - Axi; dt= Aui = fort = 0 , . - -  
dt 

where, however, 

dependent on t. 
in particular it 

becomes analytic 

t may be necessary further to assume the arbitrary p(x)'s 
Thus g does actually depend on p arbitrary functions; if 

suffices to assume p(x) free from t, then this dependency 

in the arbitrary functions q(x) = t p(x).19 If derivatives 
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au/ax,-.., occur, it may be necessary also to adjoin infinitesimal transfor- 
mation(s) Zu = 0, Div (f -AX) = 0 before drawing the same conclusions. 

In terms of an example of Lie's (Grundlagen, #7) ,  let us add mention of 

a fairly general case in which it is possible to break through to explicit 
formulas, which at the sahe time show that the derivatives of the arbitrary 

functions up to the a-th order to occur; where, in other words, the converse 
is complete. 
the group of all transformations of the x's and transformations of the u's 
thereby "induced" corresponds; i.e., such transformations of the u's for which 

Au, and consequently u, depend only on the arbitrary functions occurring in 
Ax; assuming further that the derivatives au/axy0.- do not occur in Au. That 
is, we have 

I refer to such groups of infinitesimal transformation? to which 

Since the infinitesimal transformation Ax = p(x) generates every transformation 
AX = y + g(y) with arbitrary g(y), we can in particular determine p(x) to depend 
on t in such a manner as to generate the single-member group 

which goes over into the identity for t = 0 and into the required x = y + g(y) 
for t = 1. For by differentiation of (18), it follows that 

dt 

where p(x,t) is determined from g(y) by inversion of (18); and conversely, (18) 
is generated from (19) by virtue of the auxiliary condition xi = yi for t = 0, 
by which the integral is uniquely determined. By means of (18), the x's can 
be replaced in Au by the "constants of integration" y and by t; the g(y)'s 
occurring just up to the a-th derivative, the ay/ax's being expressed in terms 

of ax/ay in ap/ax = 1 gK 2, and aaplaxa being 4n general replaced by its 
value in ag/ay,..*, ax/ay,.--, aax/aya. For the determination of the u's 
we thus obtain the system of equations 

i 
- =  dui F,[g(y),~,-.-$$,u,t (ui = v for t = 0) 
dt 

in which only t and u are variables , while the g(y) , -.. pertain to the field 
of coefficients, so that integration yields 
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or transformations depending on exactly u derivatives of the arbitrary 
functions. 

and the group property follows from the fact that the method specified 

affords every transformation x = y + g(y), whereby the induced 

tion 

The identity i s  contained in this, by (18), for g(y) = 0; 

transforma- 

of the u's is uniquely determined, and the group 5 accordingly exhausted. 
From the converse it follows incidentally that it constitutes no res- 

triction to assume the arbitrary functions to be dependent only on the X'S, 
not on the u, au/ax,... . For in the latter event, the identity transformation 

( 1 4 ) ,  and hence also (15), would involve not only the p(')'s but also 

(' 1 (' ) 

au a- ... , . Now if we assume the p(')'s to be successively of the zeroth au 
ax3 

first, . * *  degree in u, au/ax;**, with arbitrary functions of x as coef- 

ficients, then we again obtain dependencies (16), only in greater number; 
which, however, according to the above converse, through conjunction with 

arbitrary functions dependent on x only, reduce to the previous case. In 

the same way it is shown that mixed groups correspond to simultaneous occur- 

rence of dependencies and of divergence relationships independent of then. '' 
V .  INVARIANCE OF THE SEVERAL CONSTITUENTS OF THE ELATIONS 

If we specialize the group to the simplest case usually considered 

by allowing no derivatives of the u's in the transformations, and in that 

the transformed independent variables depend only on the x's, not on the 
u's, we can infer invariance of the several constituents in the formulas. 

To begin with, by known arguments, we get invariance of I-..! (1Qi6ui)dx; 

relative invariance, that is, of 

For we have in the first place 

1Jli6ui,'l meaning by 6 any variation. 

and in the second place, for 6u, 6au/ax, , a * -  vanishing at the boundary, 

according to which 6v, 6av/ay;.* vanishes at the boundary also owing to 
the linear homogeneous transformation of the 6u, 6au/ax,... , 
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and consequently, for 6u, 6au/ax,.*. vanishing at the boundary, 

If in the third integral y, v, 6v are expressed in terms of x, u, 6u, and 
the third is equated to the first, we thus have a relationship 

for 6u vanishing at the boundary but otherwise arbitrary, and thence follows, 
familiarly, the vanishing of the integrand for any 6u whatever; the relation 

identical in 6u, therefore holds, asserting the relative invariance of 
C$,6ui and consequently the invariance of /---I (1$,6ui) dx. 

we must first demonstrate that the au derived from the Au, Ax's does in 
fact satisfy the laws of transformation for the variation 6u, provided only 
that the parameters, or arbitrary functions, in Xv are so determined as 
corresponds to the similar group of infinitesimal transformations in y, v; 
if T designates the transformation that carries x, u over into y, v, and 
T and infinitesimal one in x, u, then the one similar thereto in y, v is 
given by T = T T T-', where the parameters, or arbitrary functions r, are 
thus determined from p and q. In formulas, this is expressed as follows: 

To apply this to the divergence relationships and dependencies aerived, 

4 
P 

q P q  

But this generates T, = T T T-', or 
4 P 9  

rl = y + Ay(r); v* = v + Av(r), 

if by the inverse of T 
only the infinitesimal terms; so we have the identity 

we regard the x's as functions of the y's and consider 
q 
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v* = v + Av(r) = v + laB(xi:'q) Ax(p) + laB(xityq) Au(p). 
Replacing 5 = x + Ax by 5 - A <  in this, so that 5 goes back into x, and Ax 
vanishes, by the first equation (2O)n t oo  will go back over into y = n-An; 
if by this substitution Au(p) goes over into 6u(p), then Av(r) will go over 

into &(r) as well, and the second formula (20) gives 

&(y,v,*.-r) = 1- aB 6uK(x,u,p), - 
aUK 

(21) 

so that the transformation formulas for variations are actually satisfied 

provided Xv is assumed to depend only on the parameters or arbitrary func- 
tions r.23 

So in particular, the relative invariance of 1 $.6u follows; hence i i  
also, by (12), since the divergence relationships are satisfied in y, v 

as well, the relative invariance of Div B; and further, by (14) and (131, 
the relative invariance of Div r and of the left-hand sides of the depen- 
dencies as conjoined with the P(~)'s, where the arbitrary p(x)'s (or the 

parameters) are to be replaced by the r's everywhere in the transformed 

formulas. This leads as well to the relative invariance of Div (B - r ) ,  
or of a divergence of a not identically vanishing system of functions 

B-I' whose divergence vanishes identically. 

From the relative invariance of Div B, we can draw additional 

inference of invariance of the first integral in the one-dimensional 

case and for finite group. The parametric transformation corresponding 

to the infinitesimal transformation becomes, by (20), linear and homo- 

geneous, and owing to the invertibility of all transformations, the E'S 

also will be linear and homogeneous in the transformed parameters E*. 
This invertibility is certainly preserved if we put J, = 0, since no 
derivatives of the u's occur in (20). Through equating the coefficients 

of the E*'S in 

Div B(x,u,*--E) = * Div B(y,v,***~*) dx (22) 
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d the - B") (y,v, . * * ) ' s  therefore also become linear homogeneous functions of 
dY 

- B(')(x,u,.-.)'s so that - B(')(x,u,.-*) = 0 or B(')(x,u) = const. duly dx dx 

entails a B(')(y,v,--.) = 0 or B(')(y,v) = const. as well. 
integrals corresponding to a G 

-P 
result that the further integration is simplified. The simplest example of 
this is that f is free of x or of a u, which corresponds to the infinitesimal 
transformation Ax = E, Au = 0, or Ax = 0, Au = E. 

or E respectively, and since B is derived from f and Fu by differentiation 
and rational combinations, it is free accordingly of x or u respectively, 
and admits of the corresponding groups. 24 

So the p first 
dY 

in each instance admit of the group, with 

We shall have Xu = -E  du/dx 

VI. A HILBERTIAN ASSERTION 

From the foregoing, finally, we also obtain the proof of a Hilbertian 
assertion about the connection of the failure of laws of conservation of 
energy proper with "general relativity" (Klein's first Note, Gittinger 
Nachr. 1917, Reply, 1st paragraph), and that in a generalized group theory 
version. 

Let the integral I admit of a G and let G be any finite group 
-P , -d 

generated by specializing the arbitrary functions, and hence a subgroup 
of G . Then to the infinite group G there correspond dependencies (16), 
and to the finite one G divergence relationships (13); and conversely a' 
from the subsistence of any divergence relationships, the invariance of I 
follows, with respect to some finite group which will be identical with G 
if and only if the zu's are linear combinations of those obtained from G . 
Thus the invariance with respect to G cannot lead to any divergence relation- 
ships different from (13). But since the subsistence of (16) entails the 
invariance of I with respect to the infinitesimal transformations Au, Ax of 
G 
-P 
respect to the infinitesimal transformations of G arising therefrom by 
specialization, and consequently with respect to G . Thus the divergence 
relationships I$.& ('I = Div B(A) must be consequences of the dependencies 
(161, which latter may alternatively be written l$iai(A) = Div x(') where the 

x ('I ' s  are linear combinations of the Lagrange expressions and their derivatives. 
Since the $'s occur linearly in both (13) and (16), the divergence relations 
must thus in particular be finea/r combinations of the dependencies (16); 

-P -P 

-0 

-u 

-u 

c 

for any p(x), it entails in particular nothing less than invariance with 

-a 

-(I 

i i  
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accordingly, Div B ('I = Div (lax(")); and the B(')'s themselves are thus 

linearly composed of the X ' S ,  i.e. the Lagrange expressions and their deriva- 

tives, and of functions whose divergence vanishes identically, say like the 

B - r's encountered at the'close of Section 11, for which Div (B - r )  = 0, 

and where the divergence at the same time has the invariant property. I 
shall refer to divergence relationships in which the B ( ' ) ' s  can be composed 

from the Lagrange expressions and their derivatives in the specified manner 

as 'timproper", and to all other as "proper1'. 

If conversely the divergence relationships are linear combinations of 
the dependencies (16), and so "improper", invariance with respect to 

follows from that with respect to G - G becomes a subgroup of G . The 
divergence relationships corresponding to an infinite group G will thus 

be improper if and only if G+, is a subgroup of an infinite group invariant 

with respect to I. 

~ p '  -a -P 
-a 

By specialization of the groups, this yields the original Hilbertian 

assertion. Let "displacement group be understood to mean the finite 

yi = xi + Ei; Vi(Y> = u,(x); (23)  

au that is 

( 2 4 )  i 

x x  
Axi = Ei; Aui = 0, 8u = 1 ax e h .  i 

Invariance with respect to the displacement group asserts, as we know, that 
in I = I- .- /  f(x,u, au/ax,--*)dx, the x ' s  do not occur explicitly in f. 
associated n divergence relationships 

The 

( 2 5 )  

will be referred to as "energy relationships", since the "laws of conservation 

Div B") = 0 corresponding to the variation problem answer to "laws of con- 
servation of energy", and the B ( x ) ' s  to the ''energy components". 

have: If I admits of the displacement group, then the energy relationships 
become improper if and only if I is invariant with respect to an infinite 
group containing the displacement group as subgroup. 25 

So then we 

An example of such infinite groups is presented by the group of d-f? 
transformations of the x's and such of the induced transformations of the 
u(x) ' s  in which only d e h i v a t i v u  of the arbitrary functions p (x) occur; 
the displacement group is generated by the specialization p(i)(x) = zi; 
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but it must remain undecided whether this -- and the groups generated by 
change of I by a boundary integral -- suffices to give the most general of 
these groups. 

the u's are subjected to the coefficient transformations of a "totaf differen- 

tial form", i.e., a form lad xi + lbd x dx. + *.*containing higher dif- 

ferentials besides the dx's; more special induced transformations, in which 

the p(x)'s occur in first derivative only, are furnished by the coefficient 

transformations of ordinary differential forms lcdxi... dx , and only 

these have ordinarily been considered. 

Induced transformations of the specified kind arise, say, when 

x A-1 
i J  

iA 

Another group of the specified kind -- one which, owing to the occurrence 
of the logarithmic term, cannot be a coefficient transformation -- is, say, 

the following: 

and the improper energy relationships 

A simple invariant integral of the group is 

The most general I is determined by integration of Lie's differential equation 

(11) 
- d  6f + - (f*Ax) 0, dx 

which by substitution of their values for Ax and xu, provided f is assumed to 

depend on only first derivatives of the u's, goes over into 
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(identically in p(x), p'(x), p"(x)). T h i s  system of equations has solutions 

for as few as two functions u(x) actually containing the derivatives, namely 

where @ stands for an arbitrary function of the specified arguments. 

Hilbert enunciates his assertion to the effect that the failure of 

proper laws of conservation of energy is a characteristic feature of the 
"general theory of relativity." 

literally, therefore, the term ''general relativity" should be taken in a 

broader sense than usual, and extended also t o  the foregoing groups depen- 

ding on n arbitrary functions.27 

In order for this assertion to hold good 

'Hamel, Math. Ann. 59 and Z.F.Math.u.Phys. 50. Herglotz, Ann.d.Phys. 

( 4 )  36, esp. 89 ,  p.511. Fokker, Verslag d-Amsterdamer Akad. Jan. 27, 1917. 
For further bibliography, compare Klein's second Note, GZittinger Nachrichten, 

July 19, 1918. 
A recently published work by Kneser (Math.Zschr. 2) deals with the 

setting up of invariants by a similar method. 

kie, in "Grundlagen fur die Theorie der Unendlichen kontinuierlichen 

Transformationsgruppen" (Foundations of the theory of infinite continuous 

groups of transformations), Ber.d.K.Sachs.Ges.d.Wiss. 1891 (cited as 
-, defines the infinite continuous group as a group of transforma- 
tions which are given by the most general solutions of a system of partial 

differential equations, provided these solutions do not depend only on a 

finite number of parameters. One of the above-mentioned types differing 

from the finite group will thus be thereby obtained; whereas conversely 
the limiting case of infinitely many parameters need not necessarily satisfy 

a system of differential equations. 

3I suppress the subscripts, insofar as feasible, even in summations; 
thus, azu/ax2 for a2ucl/axBaxy, etc. 

4By way of abbreviation, I write dx, dy for dxl -.- dx 
5811 arguments x, u, E,  p(x) occurring in the transformations are to be 

- - -  dy,. n.' dyi 

assumed real, whereas the coefficients may be complex. But since the final 
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results are concerned with i d e a w  in the XIS, u's, parameters and arbitrary 
functions, these hold also for complex values, provided only that all functions 

that occur are assumed analytic. A large portion of the results, incidentally, 
can be justified without integrals, so that here the restriction to reals is 
not necessary even to the arguments. On the other hand, the developments 
at the close of Section I1 and beginning of Section V do not appear to be 
feasible without integrals. 

%or certain trivial exceptions, compare Section 11, 2nd remark. 
'Isornewhat more generally, we may alternatively put JI 

'cf. close of Section III. 
9Cf. e.g. , Klein's presentation. 

= Ti; cf. Section i 
111, (15). 

'Omat is, lqi6ui acquires a factor upon transformation. 
"Compare Klein's second note. 
"Cf. e.g., Lie, Grundlagen, p. 331. Where arbitrary functions are con- 

cerned, the special values aa of the parameters are to be replaced by fixed 
functions pa, ap,/ax,...; ard correspondingly, the values aa + E by p + p(x), 
ap'/ax + ap/ax, etc. 

13(12) goes over into 0 = 0 for the trivial case -- which can occur only 
if Ax, Au depend also on derivatives of the U'S -- when Div (fex) = 0, $u - 0; 
thus these infinitesimal transformations are always to be eliminated from the 

groups, and only the number of remaining parameters, or arbitrary functions, 
is to be counted in the formulation of the theorems. Whether the remaining 
infinitesimal transformations still form a group must be left moot. 

I4That it signifies no restriction to assume the p's free from u, au/ax, 
is shown by the converse. 

= 0, or, somewhat more generally, $ = Ti, where Ti are newly adjoined i 
functions, are referred to in physics as "field equations." 
$Ji = Ti, the identities (13) go over into equations Div B'') = 1 TiGui 
likewise known in physics as laws of conservation. 

In the case 
0 1 , 

16Provided f is non-linear in the K-th derivatives. 
170therwise we also have urh = const. for every A, corresponding to - 

U1l(U')x-l 1 a x 
= x dx (u') . 

"Hence it follows in particular that the group 2 generated from the 
infinitesimal transformations Ax, Au of a G reduces back to G . For 
s,, contains no infinitesimal transformations distinct from Ax, Au dependent 
on arbitrary functions, and cannot contain any independent of them but depen- 
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ding on parameters, as otherwise it would be a mixed group. But according 

to the above, the infinitesimal transformations determine the finite ones. 

I9The question whether perhaps this latter case always occurs was raised 

in a different formulation by Lie (Grundlagen, # 7  and 113 at end). 
2 o A s  in Section 111, it here again follows from the converse that besides 

I, every integral I* different from it by an integral over a divergence like- 
wise admits of an infinite group, with the same gu's, though Ax and hu will 
in general involve derivatives of the u's. 

by Einstein in the general theory of relativity to obtain a simpler version 

of the laws of conservation of energy; I specify the infinitesimal transfor- 
mations that this I* admits of, adhering precisely in nomenclature to Klein's 
second note. 
of & transformations of thew's and those induced thereby for the g 

to this correspond the dependencies (Klein's (30)) 

Such an integral I* was introduced 

The integral I = I-.-/ K dw = / * a * /  5 dS admits of the group 
' s ;  

UV 

Now I* = / a * * /  s* dS, where s* = 5 + Div, and consequently &* 
where K* 
dependencies specified are therefore such for K* also; and after multip- 

lication by p' and addition, we obtain, applying the transformations of 

product differentiation in reverse, 

= K 
UV -uv 

, %v stand in each instance for the Lagrange expressions. The 
7 V  

-Av 

Comparing this with Lie's differential equation 6&* + Div (&*Aw) = 0, 

Aw' = Y 1 (I(2gpaRUTpT - 7 aR* p"); AgpV = ppv+ 1g:'AwO R 
ago 

follow as infinitesimal transformations of which I* admits. These infini- 

tesimal transformations, then, depend on the first and second derivatives of the 

the gUV1s,and contain the arbitrary p's as far as the first derivative. 

21That is, l$i6ui takes on a factor upon transformation, and this always 
used to be termed relative invariance in the algebraic theory of invariance. 

22These conclusions fail if y depends also on the u's, since in that case 

Gf(y,v, av/ay,---) also contains terms 1 - 6 y ,  so that the divergence trans- 
formation does not lead to the Lagrange expressions; and similarly if deriva- 

af 
aY 
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tives of the u's are admitted; for in that case the 6v's become linear 

combinations of 6~,6au/ax,.*., and so lead only after another divergence 

transformation to an identity I...! (~$i(u,*m.)6u)dx = 0, so that again the 
Lagrange expressions do not appear on the right. 

I..*/ (l$i6ui)dx back to the subsistence of divergence relationships is 
synonymous, according to the converse, with the question whether one can 
thence infer the invariance of I with respect to a group leading not 
necessarily to the same Au, Ax, but to the same xu's. In the special case 
of the single integral and only first derivatives in f, it is possible for 
the finite group to argue from the invariance of the Lagrange expressions 
to the existence of first integrals (cf. e.g., Engel, Gott. Nachr. 1916, 
p .  270). 

231t turns out again that y must be taken independent cf u in order 

The question whether it is possible to argue from the invariance of 

for the conclusions to hold. 
given by Klein, which satisfy the transformations for variations provided 
the p's are subjected to a vector transformation. 

As an example, consider the 6gVv and 6q 
P 

241n the cases where mere invariance of /(l$.6ui)dx entails the existence 
of first integrals, these do not admit of the entire group G * for example, 
l(u"6u)dx admits of the infinitesimal transformation Ax = c 2 ,  Au =I E + X E ~ ;  

1 
whereas the first integral u - u'x = const., corresponding to Ax = 0, 

Au = X E ~ ,  does not admit of the other two infinitesimal transformations, 
since it explicitly contains both u and x. To this first integral, there 
happen to correspond infinitesimal transformations for f that contain der- 
ivatives. So we see that invariance I**-/(l$i6ui)dx is at all events a 
weaker condition than invariance of I, and this should be noted as to a 
question raised in a previous remark. 

7' 

2 h e  laws of conservation of energy of classical mechanics as well as 
those of the old "theory of relativity" (where ldx2 goes over into itself) 
are "proper", since no infinite groups occur. 

2%rom these infinitesimal transformations, the finite ones are calculated 
backwards by the method given in Section XV at end. 

27This  again confirms the correctness of a comment of Klein's that the 
term "relativity" current in physics is replaceable by "invariance relative 
t o  a group . I 1  ("Uber die geometrischen Grundlagen der Lorentzgruppe", Jber.d. 
d.Math.Vereining, 19 (1910, p. 287 reprinted in the m. Zgitschrift.) 


